CLOUD INVENTORY ASSESSMENT OVERVIEW

In recent times, Customers have accelerated their digital transformation journey through greater adoption of the Cloud. As a result, our business networks have had to change rapidly. We need to ensure that our current network infrastructures can accommodate increased numbers of remote workers—and continue to be secure.

As industry leaders of mapping and securing networks, RedSeal is offering a 30-day remote Cyber Cloud Inventory Assessment, so you have the tools you need to drive your Cyber inventory, compliance, and risk vulnerability efforts forward. RedSeal’s Cyber Cloud Inventory Assessment includes the following actions and outcomes:

1. Review Deployment Goals
A RedSeal Professional Services Engineer will consult with you and your internal stakeholders to understand your cloud computing environment and take you through the Cloud Inventory Assessment service and its outcomes.

2. Assess Cloud Virtual Network Inventory
To validate whether you have a current and complete inventory of your cloud network environment, we’ll review your expected inventory and compare it to the data the RedSeal platform discovers.

3. Present Findings
With the Cyber Cloud Inventory Assessment complete, we’ll create a report and meet with you to discuss our findings. We’ll make sure that you’re aware of any discrepancies between your assumed inventory and what RedSeal found.